Discover Murray River Trail

The official Discover Murray River Trail is a network of walking and cycling trails throughout the Murray River region. It includes the Murray River Walk Trail and the Murray Bike Trail, offering visitors a chance to explore the river and its surroundings.

Discover our Murray Trails

The Murray River Trail offers a variety of experiences, from leisurely strolls along the riverbank to more challenging hikes and bicycle rides. It also includes information on local attractions, such as historic sites, museums, and cultural events.

Travel Tips

- Always advise someone at the destination.
- Never leave children or animals in vehicles.
- Be careful when driving on country roads at night. Cattle and other animals such as kangaroos are often present. Use headlights and keep a safe distance from animals and other drivers.
- Never leave children or animals in vehicles as it is legal to do so in Australia.
- Be aware of the Fruit Fly Exclusion Zone and the Greater Sunraysia Pest Free Area. Some fruits and vegetables are not allowed into these areas.
- Fishing permits are required in Victoria and New South Wales. Contact the local fishery for more information.
- The most serious danger on the road is fatigue. Look for driver refreshment stations, pull off and rest.
- When swimming in the Murray be aware of strong currents and possible river snags and debris.
- Always keep your money for your Murray holiday!
- No fruit no veg no fine.
The Murray is the longest navigable river in the world, after the Nile and Amazon. The Murray measures 2,508 km from the Murray Mouth to its source at the Snowy Mountains. It has an average discharge of 127,000 cubic metres per second and is the third largest river in Australia. The Murray is a major river in the Murray-Darling Basin, and flows through South Australia, New South Wales, and Victoria.

The Murray is a rich and diverse ecosystem, with a wide range of flora and fauna. It supports a variety of industries, including agriculture, tourism, and recreation. The Murray is a important symbol of Australian identity and culture, and is a source of pride for the many communities that depend on it.

The Murray is also a popular destination for tourists, with many opportunities for fishing, boating, and birdwatching. The Murray River is home to a variety of fish species, including Murray Cod, which is a popular target for anglers.

The Murray is also a popular destination for cultural events, including the Murray River Festival, which takes place in January every year. The festival features music, food, and cultural events, and is a major event for the Murray region.

The Murray is also an important source of water for agriculture, with a significant amount of water diverted for irrigation. The Murray is also an important source of water for domestic and industrial use, and it plays a significant part in sustaining the Murray-Darling Basin.

The Murray is also an important source of energy, with hydroelectric power stations along its length. The Murray is also a source of recreation, with many opportunities for fishing, boating, and birdwatching.

The Murray is also an important source of biodiversity, with a wide range of plants and animals inhabiting the river and its tributaries. The Murray is also a source of heritage, with many historic sites and buildings along its length.